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Location privacy is very important for event-triggered type ofWireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) applications such as tracking and
monitoring of wild animals. Most of the security schemes for WSNs are designed to provide protection for content privacy.
Contextual privacy such as node identity anonymity has received much less attention. +e adversary can fully explore such
contextual information to disclose the location of critical components such as source nodes or base station. Most existing schemes
provide location privacy at network layer. As no measures are taken to provide node identity anonymity at data link layer, the
adversary can launch traffic analysis attacks to jeopardize location privacy. In this paper, a scheme named HASHA is proposed to
defend against traffic analysis attacks through hashed one-time addresses. Hashed results of payload are used to create dynamic
one-time MAC addresses between the communication pairs. Because of inevitable wireless frame errors, it is impossible for
adversaries to track dynamic addresses. +erefore, HASHA can provide strong node identity anonymity, which makes traffic
analysis attacks much more difficult and provides better location privacy. Simulations and analysis results show that HASHA can
provide better location privacy with limited communication overheads, which is particularly suitable for resource-limited WSNs.

1. Introduction

A typical Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of
dozens to thousands of tiny, low-cost, and resource-con-
strained sensor nodes that are self-organized as an ad hoc
network to monitor the physical world. One type of ap-
plications of WSNs is wildlife habitat monitoring, in which
all sensor nodes are deployed randomly tomonitor the target
of interests [1]. Detection events are reported from the
source node to the base station in a multihop fashion.
Unattended operation and open wireless communication
channel make WSNs vulnerable to attacks. However, as
sensor node has limited memory, energy, and communi-
cation resources, traditional security techniques cannot be
used in WSNs. Light-weighted schemes are required to
achieve secure communication for WSNs [2].

Security for WSNs has focused on security services that
provide authentication, confidentiality, integrity, and
availability [3, 4]. Such techniques belong to content privacy.
Now, however, there is a growing interest in contextual
privacy, which focuses on hiding the contextual information
of WSNs. Location information of key components is one of
the most important contextual privacy parts that should be
protected.

In the wildlife monitoring application, all sensor nodes
detect occurrence of the target animal to the base station. In
the case that one sensor node (source node) detects target, a
packet is generated and sent to the base station hop by hop to
report occurrence of the target. In such applications, geo-
graphic locations of the source node and base station are
sensitive information that should be protected [5]. +e base
station is the only gateway to outside networks, and the
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source node reveals physical location of wildlife. If the lo-
cation of base station is disclosed by the adversary, the
capture of the base station can make the entire network
nonfunctional. And if the location of source node is dis-
closed, the adversary can find the animal easily because the
geographic location of source node and the target must be
very close. +erefore, providing location privacy of source
node and base station is of great importance in such
applications.

Existing techniques provide location privacy at network
layer. Random Walk has packets that follow random route
while forwarding the packets from the source node to base
station [6, 7]. As it is difficult to the adversary to backtrack to
the source node while random route is used, location privacy
of source node is achieved. Dummy Data Source scheme
invites some fake source nodes into theWSNs to confuse the
adversary and provide location privacy [8, 9]. However, both
schemes introduce additional communication overheads,
which consume much more energy. For example, if the
average hops count from the source node to base station is
twice than that of shortest path, the energy consumption is
twice too. For the same reason, if one more fake source node
is added to the network, the power consumption doubled.

+e adversary may launch traffic analysis attacks to find
the geographic locations of the source node. As the content
information is protected by the encryption techniques, the
adversary cannot decrypt its contents without keys. How-
ever, as the contextual information is not well protected, it
can be used to launch successful traffic analysis attacks.

+e adversary first captures frames around the base station.
+e structure of frame at the data link layer data is <DA||SA||
payload||FCS>. Payload is content from upper layer, FCS is the
frame checksum, DA is receiver address, and SA is transmitter
address. Supposing that the captured frame is<BS||B||payload||
FCS>, the adversary cannot get any information from the
payload because it is encrypted. However, two addresses in-
dicate that the frame is from node B to the base station. To find
the geographic location of node B, the adversary captures a
series of data packets from node B at different locations and
moves towards locations where stronger Received Signal
Strength (RSS) presents. After finding the geographic location
of node B, the adversary can find the next node by the same
way. To find the source node, the adversary continues such
process until no more next nodes are detected. Source location
privacy was compromised.

Two steps are used repeatedly by the adversary to locate
the source node.+e first is forwarding relationship analysis.
+e adversary knows the address of base station by traffic
analysis. +en, it knows the forwarding node closer to the
source node by analyzing frames to the base station. +e
second step is to move closer to the forwarding node by
analyzing RSS. Apparently, the addresses in data link layer
frames are vital for successful traffic analysis attacks. It is
much more difficult or impossible for the adversary to
launch traffic analysis attacks if the addresses in the frame
are well protected.

One way to hide node address is to break the relevance
between physical node and the address of the node. For
example, if node X and node X′ in WSN have the same

address IDx, as two nodes have the same address but are
deployed at different geographic location, the adversary
cannot locate the node(s) by analyzing the RSS [9]. +us,
traffic analysis attacks can be eliminated. Of course, above
simple scheme introduces great trouble to normal operation
of networks. But breaking the relevance between physical
node and the address is an effective way to defend against
traffic analysis attack and provide location privacy [10–13].

Another way to break the relevance between physical
node and the address is introducing more addresses to node
that cannot be distinguished by the adversary. If node X
communicates with base station using a serial of identities
<X1, X2, X3, . . ., Xn>, and only node X and the base stations
know that the addresses belongs to node X, the adversary
cannot learn the communication relationship to track the
source node by traffic analysis attacks [14].

Based on such observations, this paper proposes a novel
scheme to provide location privacy at data link layer. +e
contributions of this paper are threefold: First, the proposed
scheme protects location privacy at data link layer, which is
more effective to defend against traffic analysis attacks. As
compared to schemes at network layer, the proposed scheme
introduces negligible communication overheads. Second, in
tracking andmonitoring applications, location privacy of the
source node and that of base station are both very important.
Exposure of base station will endanger the whole WSN,
while source node location discloses the position of the
target. Source location privacy and base station privacy are
both provided in the proposed scheme. Existing schemes
emphasize on either the source location privacy or base
station location privacy.+ird, the proposed scheme defends
traffic analysis attacks through address anonymity, which
can provide location privacy against both inner attackers and
outside attackers. Protection against inner attackers is
particularly important, because node compromise is fairly
easy for unattended WSNs and the compromised node can
be an inner attacker with some software modifications.
Existing address anonymity schemes can only defend against
outside attackers.

2. Related Works

Phantom Routing belongs to Random Walks type schemes
that provide location privacy for WSNs [13–15]. To prevent
being located by step-by-step tracing, the source node sends
each packet to a randomly selected forward node. +is
forward node is called a Phantom node. On receiving the
packet to be forwarded, the Phantom node routes the packet
to the base station using broadcasting. Suppose that an
adversary launches traffic analysis attacks to find the geo-
graphic location of the source node. As the Phantom node
sends packets to base station via broadcasting instead of
unicasting, it is fairly difficult for the adversary to trace to the
Phantom node using traffic analysis. However, energy
consumption in Phantom Routing is much greater than
unicasting type of schemes, because broadcasting is used to
forward packets from Phantom node to base station. To
reduce power consumption of broadcasting, another scheme
named Phantom Single-path Routing scheme (PSRS) is
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proposed [16]. Different from original PhantomRouting, the
Phantom node in PSRS routes packets to base station via
unicast. As the source node selects different Phantom node
for each packet, different paths are used for different packets.
+erefore, it is still very difficult to locate source node via
traffic analysis attacks. +e PSRS can reduce power con-
sumption because broadcasts are eliminated. But the ran-
domly selected paths are muchmore power-consuming than
the shortest ones.

Another type of schemes that provides location privacy
is dummy source node [17, 18]. Fake source nodes are in-
troduced to obfuscate real source node. +e basic idea of
such schemes is quite simple. +ere are many source nodes
in the WSN, only one node is real source node, and other
nodes are fake source nodes.+e adversary can no longer see
which one is real source node, even if success traffic analysis
attacks are launched. Obviously, one additional fake source
node introduces additional network traffic, which corre-
sponds to additional energy consumption. +e more fake
source nodes introduced, the more power consumption.

Simple Anonymity Scheme (SAS) is the first scheme
proposed to provide location privacy at data link layer by
hiding the address. Each node communicates with neighbor
using a pseudonym [19]. A large range of pseudonyms are
used, and each node is assigned with a subspace of the
pseudonym space. Both nodes of the communication pair at
data link layer know each other’s pseudonym spaces. Both
nodes use different pseudonym within its pseudonym spaces.
+erefore, the adversary cannot identify the physical node if
the pseudonym space is unknown to it.+emain drawback of
SAS is that it cannot protect address anonymity if there is an
internal attacker. For example, if the adversary has the full
pseudonym space and the subspace allocation for each node,
it can capture frame and compare each address with the
pseudonym space and finally find out the physical node for
each address. Another drawback of SAS is that each node
must store pseudonym space for each neighbor, which in-
troduces great storage overheads if many neighbors exist.

Cryptographic Anonymity Scheme (CAS) uses a keyed
hash function to generate the pseudonym used for com-
munication between the communication pairs at data link
layer [20, 21]. Before deployment, the communication pairs
are assigned a key k for pseudonyms generation. After de-
ployment, the communication pairs create pseudonyms with
a random number r and a sequence number seq. +e ith
pseudonym can be expressed as IDi�Hk(r⊕seq). Before frame
transmission, a different sequence number seq is used, so each
frame has different pseudonym. CAS reduces storage over-
head at the expense of additional computation overheads.
Apparently, CAS cannot prevent internal attackers from
finding out that some pseudonyms belong to a physical node
if the key k is stolen by the adversary via compromising.

+e schemes mentioned above either cannot protect lo-
cation privacy in the presence of inner attackers or consume
too much energy resource because of communication
overheads. And most of the schemes proposed focused on
protecting location privacy of source node. In this paper, the
proposed scheme protects location privacy at data link layer
by address anonymity. +e address anonymity can resist

traffic analysis attackers launched by both outside attackers
and inner attackers. With a modification to the network layer,
the scheme can provide location privacy with much less
energy consumption. Location privacy of both base station
and source node can be protected with the proposed scheme.

3. Network and Adversary Models

3.1. Network Model. In this paper, it is assumed that many
nodes are randomly deployed to monitor the geographic
location of the target. Each node is capable of communi-
cation, computation, and sensing. All nodes in the network
are powered by batteries and work in an unattended manner
[21]. +erefore, power efficiency is the most important
design consideration for both software and hardware. +ere
is only one base station in the WSN, which is the gateway to
outside networks.

All nodes in the WSN are working coordinately to detect
the presence of a target. Any tracking approaches can be
used to detect the target, provided that they are power ef-
ficient. +e node that detects the target is called the source
node. On detecting the target, the source node sends packets
to the base station to report the information of the target.
+e source node reports to the base station for fixed time
interval until the target moves outside the detection radius.
Other nodes in the WSN sleep unless they are requested to
forward the packets from the source node to the base station.

3.2. Adversary Model. Location privacy of the source node
and that of base station are both important [21–23]. We
consider two types of adversary.+e first type of adversary is
interested in catching the animals that are monitored by the
WSN. Because the network traffic from the source node is an
excellent guide to find the animals, the adversary attempts to
find the node closer to the source node (and the animal)
through traffic analysis attacks.+e second type of adversary
attempts to find the base station and damage it, which will
make the entire WSN useless. With the same approach, the
adversary can find the base station.

Only local adversary is considered in this paper. +e
reason is that global adversary requires much more ex-
pensive devices than the local adversary. Some researches
suppose that the adversary is equipped with wireless devices
that can cover the whole WSN. Such devices should be very
expensive. Many nodes that are geographically separated in a
WSN may transmit simultaneously without collision at the
respective receivers. But as the wireless device of adversary
can hear many simultaneous transmissions, collision may
occur at the adversary. Expensive wireless device may not
necessarily lead to better attack results. +erefore, we only
consider local adversary.

Only passive adversary is considered in this paper. +at
means the adversary never transmits to avoid being detected
by WSNs. To locate the source node and base station, the
adversary captures and analyzes frames to get the com-
munication relationship among nodes. Tomove closer to the
source node or base station, the adversary may move closer
to a node by comparing RSS from different locations.
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+e adversary may launch another traffic analysis attack
named time correlation [24–27]. After detecting the target,
the source node sends a packet to the next node closer to the
base station to notify the event. +e next node also relays the
packet to a node closer to the base station.+e adversary can
observe the correlation in transmitting time between one
node and the next node to find the route to the source node
or base station. For a simple example, if the adversary notices
that after node A transmits a packet, node B transmits a
packet with the same size, it can learn that node A is closer to
the source node, and node B is closer to the base station. +e
reason is that, in a typical tracking and monitoring appli-
cation, only the source node generates packets and the base
station is the only destination.

As nodes in a WSN are frequently deployed in unat-
tended environment, node may be captured by the adver-
sary.+e adversary can analyze the software and hardware of
the node. It is possible for the adversary to get the pairwise
shared keys or other sensitive information [28, 29]. Even
more, modification to the software is also possible if the
adversary has enough skills [30–34].+e captured node then
becomes an internal attacker. Protecting attacks launched by
an internal attacker is much more difficult than that
launched by outside attackers [35–37].

4. Proposed Location Privacy Scheme

4.1. Address Anonymity Scheme. A node may have different
identity at different layers of the network protocol stack.
Identity at network layer and upper layers can be protected
by cryptographic system. However, identity at data link layer
has not been well protected in popular wireless standards
such as 802.15.4 and Lora [31, 32]. Without introducing
confusion, identity and Media Access Control (MAC) ad-
dress are used interchangeably in this paper. +e frame
structure at data link layer can be illustrated in Figure 1.

DA is destination address of the frame. SA is the address
of the sender. Payload is data from upper layer. Upper layer
of data link layer is network layer. +erefore, payload at data
link layer is usually packet at network layer plus control
information. FCS is frame checksum.

As wireless channel is error prone, Automatic Repeat
request (ARQ) is used to provide reliable data transmission.
On receiving DATA frame, the receiver responses an ACK
frame to inform the sender that it has received the DATA
frame successfully. Structure of ACK frame is illustrated in
Figure 2.

As compared to DATA frame, the ACK frame is much
shorter. But both destination address and source address are
included in the ACK frame. Destination address is the
address of DATA frame sender, and source address is the
address of receiver.

As elaborated in the adversary model, SA and DA of each
node are known to the adversary who captures frames
through eavesdropping. By analyzing these addresses, the
adversary knows howmany nodes in theWSN and theMAC
address of each node. Furthermore, based on such captured
frames, the adversary can deduce the routing information of
the network or even locate a certain node in the network.

+erefore, unprotected addresses at data link layer are the
root factor jeopardizing location privacy.

To protect the addresses in the DATA frame and ACK
frame, a hash function Hash() and a keyed hash function
HMAC() are used. For DATA frames from node a to node b,
both nodes keep the following variables: Key[a-> b], IDS[a-
> b], IDD[a-> b], where Key[a-> b] is a secret key to protect
the addresses in MAC frames. IDS[a-> b] is the source
address assigned to DATA frame and IDD[a-> b] is the
destination address assigned to DATA frame.

Nodes in the WSN know each other by beacon broad-
casting. For example, node a knows IDb after receiving
beacons from node b. Node a and node b initialize these
variables as follows:

(i) Key[a-> b] ←0xFFFFFFFF
(ii) IDS[a-> b] ←HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDa)
(iii) IDD[a-> b] ←HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDb)

For the first DATA frame from node a to node b, two
hashed addresses IDS[a-> b] and IDD[a-> b] are used. After
ACK frame from node b to node a, both nodes update key
and addresses:

(i) Key[a-> b] ←Key[a-> b] ⊕ Hash(payload)
(ii) IDS[a-> b] ←HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDa)
(iii) IDD[a-> b] ←HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDb)

As payload of the first frame is received successfully by
node b, it has the same Key[a-> b], IDS[a-> b], and IDD[a-
> b] as node a. We call this a secret key update process.

As it is well known, wireless channel is error prone. Both
DATA frame and ACK frame may be corrupted. On re-
ceiving corrupted DATA frame, node b will not acknowl-
edge node awith ACK frame. Both nodes will not update the
key. Node a retransmits the DATA frame using the old key
as described above.

In another scenario, DATA frame is received correctly
by node b, but the ACK frame to node a is corrupted or lost.
Node a retransmits the DATA frame as it does not receive
the ACK frame correctly. But node b has already updated the
key. Key mismatch problem occurs.

To address key mismatch problem, two temporary ad-
dresses are used by node b to avoid key mismatching. Node b
keeps a copy of old address on receiving DATA frame
successfully. If the received address in next DATA frame
does not match the new address, it will try to match theOLD
temporary address. If the old one matches, that means this
DATA frame is a retransmission. Just reply node a with the
ACK frame that already transmitted.

DA SA Payload FCS

Figure 1: DATA frame at the data link layer is composed of
destination address, source address, payload, and frame checksum.

DA SA FCS

Figure 2: ACK frame at the data link layer is used for reliable
communication.
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Node a and node b repeat such process for all the frames
from node a to node b. Such process creates one-time source
address and destination address. We call it a dynamic ad-
dress or hashed address (HASHA) (Algorithm 1).

HASHA updates key for the communication pairs after a
successful data transmission. And the one-time secret is further
used to update the addresses, which creates dynamic addresses.
Such process can create great difficulty to the adversary.

Figure 3 illustrates a typical scenario that an adversary
captures frames from node A to node B. Initially, as the
adversary knows MAC addresses node A and node B
through capturing beacons. +e adversary knows the initial
value of Key[a-> b]. Both node B and the adversary receive
DATA1 and DATA2 successfully.

At time t1, ACK3 is corrupted and node B does not
receive it correctly; node B receives the retransmission with
backup key. +is will not introduce trouble to the adversary.

At time t3, DATA4 is not received correctly by the
adversary; as the adversary is passive attacker, it cannot ask
node A for retransmission. +ereafter, the adversary cannot
trace frame from node A to node B after time t3. +e reason
is that the addresses used by node A and node B are created
byHMAC function with key5. Key5 is created by all previous
payloads from node A to node B. +e result is that the
dynamic one-time addresses of the following frames from
node A to node B are indistinguishable to the adversary.
Address anonymity is achieved.

As wireless frames are error prone because of collision
and interference, corrupted frames at the adversary will
prevent it from identifying nodes in theWSN.+erefore, with
HASHA, the eavesdropping adversary cannot identify
number of nodes in theWSN.+erefore, it cannot retrieve the
routing information. Without forward routing information,
the adversary cannot trace the source node and base station.

4.2. Possible Attacks against HASHA and Countermeasures.
Even though the addresses are hidden by address anonymity,
the adversary can still launch two types of attacks to jeop-
ardize the source node and base station location privacy.+e
first attack is time correlation attack. +e adversary can
deploy several attack nodes in the target WSN. +ese nodes
are carefully deployed so as all communications in the WSN
can be captured. +e geographic coordinates of these nodes
are recorded in a center control point. +e attack nodes can
communicate with each other to report captured frames to
the center control point. Time synchronization algorithm
can be used to distribute global time to these nodes.
+erefore, the resulting attack network can be used to detect
transmission all over the network.

In a typical event-triggered monitoring type of WSN,
network traffic in the networks is triggered by event detected
by the source node. +e source node reports event to the
base station with the help of the forwarding nodes. On
forwarding the event to the base station, transmission time
of the forwarding nodes may disclose the location of source
node and the base station.

As illustrated in Figure 4, nodes a1, a2, and a3 are
nodes of the attack network to monitor network traffic.

Node S is source node and node D is base station. Node A
and node B are relay nodes. To report event from node S
to base station D, node S sends packet to node A, and
node A sends packet to base station D with the help of
node B. +e transmission time is illustrated in Figure 5.
By analyzing the transmissions time serial, the adversary
can find that node S is the source node and node D is the
base station, which are located near node a1 and node a3,
respectively. +e location privacy of source node and that
of base station are jeopardized. Of course, with the help
of address anonymity, the adversary cannot identify node
S, node A, and node B. But it can still detect that the
source node is close to a1 and the base station is close to
node a3. As locations of node a1 and node a3 are known
to the adversary, address anonymity cannot eliminate
such time correlation attacks.

Time correlation attacks use the pattern of occurrence of
transmissions along the forwarding path to find the source node
and base station. For example, for each event, transmission of
node S is always followed by transmission of node A, because
node A is the next hop of the forwarding path. Transmission
serial {S1, A1, B1}, {S2, A2, B2}, and {S3, A3, B3} disclose
forwarding relationship among nodes, which can be used to
jeopardize source node and base station location privacy.
Breaking the transmission pattern is important to eliminate time
correlation attacks. +e solution is to introduce random delay
while forwarding packet. As illustrated in Figure 6, node S and
node A delay random time for packets. +e resulting trans-
missions serial {S1, A1, S2, A2, S3, B1, B2, A3, B3} does not
disclose any forwarding relationship anymore. With the help of
address anonymity, it is more difficult for the adversary to locate
the source node and base station via time correlation attacks.

+e formal description of random delay can be expressed
as follows.

Each node forwards packets with random delay, which is
effective to prevent time correlation attacks. Of course,
random delays may introduce delay to event reporting to
base station. In some applications, timely delivery of im-
portant packet to base station is very important. To provide
higher priority to such important data, a smaller random
delay rand in Algorithm 2 can be selected.

Another traffic analysis attack is traffic outlining attack.
As address anonymity and random delay are used to prevent
traffic analysis attack and time correlation attack, respec-
tively, it is much difficult for adversary to launch attacks
based on node address and forwarding relationship. But the
adversary can still attack the target network via traffic
outlining attack. As mentioned above, the adversary can
deploy many attack nodes in the network to launch a dis-
tributed attack. For example, in the network illustrated in
Figure 7, source node S reports to base station B. +e ad-
versary can deploy many attack nodes to monitor network
traffic. As network traffic of event-triggered WSN is char-
acterized from source node to base station, it is impossible
for the adversary to outline the traffic without the help of
distributed attack nodes. All attack nodes report to the
adversary only in the presence of traffic in a certain time
period. As the geographic location of attack nodes is known
to the adversary, the adversary knows geographic
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distribution of traffic in a certain time period. If the attack
nodes are deployed dense enough, the network traffic outline
can be drawn by the adversary. Figure 7 illustrates such
attack. Obviously, traffic outlining attack cannot be elimi-
nated by address anonymity and random delay.

+e solution to traffic outlining attack is circular traffic,
which is illustrated in Figure 8. Network traffic from the
source node to the base station follows two semicircle paths.

And the two semicircle paths form a circular path. Source
node selects one of the two semicircles randomly to forward
packet. As to the adversary, traffic outlining attack cannot
find the source node and base station because traffic in the
networks forms a circular path (Algorithm 3).

+e proposed solution can eliminate traffic outlining
attacks effectively, because the source node and base station
are hidden in a circular traffic outline. Combined with

if node is sender then
Key[a-> b] ← 0xFFFFFFFF;
if node has frame to be transmitted then
IDS[a-> b] ← HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDa);
IDD[a-> b] ← HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDb);
Send DATA frame { IDS[a-> b], IDD[a-> b],payload, FCS};
Create timer Stimer with a certain timeout;

end
if an ACK frame is received then
for each neighbors do
if FCS checksum OK and IDS[a-> b] from ACK frame� � IDS[a-> b] then
//generate new key
Key[a-> b] ←Key[a-> b] ⊕ Hash(payload);
//generate new addresses
IDS[a-> b] ←HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDa);
IDD[a-> b] ←HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDb);
kill timer Stimer;

end
end

end
if Stimer timeout then
Send DATA frame { IDS[a-> b], IDD[a-> b],payload, FCS};

end
end
if node is receiver then
Key[a-> b] ← 0xFFFFFFFF;
IDS[a-> b] ← HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDa);
IDD[a-> b] ← HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDb);
IDSo[a-> b] ← HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDa);
IDDo[a-> b] ← HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDb);
if a DATA frame is received then
for each neighbor do
if FCS checksum OK and IDD[a-> b] from frame� � IDD[a-> b] then
//save old addresses
IDSo[a-> b] ← IDS [a-> b];
IDDo[a-> b] ← IDD [a-> b];
//generate new key
Key[a-> b] ←Key[a-> b] ⊕ Hash(payload);
//generate new addresses
IDS[a-> b]<-HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDa);
IDD[a-> b]<-HMAC(Key[a-> b], IDb);
deliver frame to upper layer;
send ACK frame { IDDo[a-> b], IDSo[a-> b], FCS};

else if FCS checksum OK and IDD[a-> b] from frame� � IDDo[a-> b] then
//DATA frame already delivered
send ACK frame { IDDo[a-> b], IDSo[a-> b], FCS};

end
end

end
end

ALGORITHM 1: Address anonymity.
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address anonymity and random delays, traffic analysis at-
tacks can be well addressed.

4.3. Performance Analysis. Efficiency is among the most
important design considerations for data link layer schemes.
Two different hash functions are used in HASHA, hash(),
and HMAC(). hash() is used to generate hash value of
payload, and the output is further used to create the key for
HMAC(). According to the characteristics of HMAC()
function, the computation complexity of brute-force attacks
on hash key is 2k, where k is the length of the key. Long key
improves security strength. +erefore, the hashed results of
hash() should be long enough to defend against brute-force
attacks. Tiger/192 [38] is a good candidate for hash() because
it is almost as fast as CRC32, but the width of the output is
192 bits. As HMAC() is used to create one-time address,
performance is the top design consideration for HMAC()
selection. Efficient MAC functions such as UMAC/32 [39]
are a good candidate for HMAC().

Suppose that UMAC/32 is used for HMAC() and Tiger/
192 is used for hash() in HASHA. According to the per-
formance analysis of hash functions [38], the performance of
UMAC/32 is 1 cycle per byte and Tiger/192 is 8.1 cycles per
byte. From the illustrated HASHA process, hash() is called 1
time and HMAC() is called 2 times for both the sender and
the receiver to transmit one frame. Supposing that the length
of frame is len bytes and the MAC address is fixed to 6 byte,
HASHA requires len ∗ 8.1 + 2∗1 cycles for one frame
transmission and reception.

5. Performance Simulation

We use ns-2 to evaluate the energy consumption of HASHA.
Several nodes are deployed over 200m∗ 200m network
field, and the base station is located at the center. +e nodes’
radio transmission radius is 50m.

We deploy only one source node to report event to the
base station. +e total number of nodes in WSN changes
from 50 to 400 in 50 steps. We record the average power
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DATA2 DATA2
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DATA3 DATA3

ACK3
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ACK5

Key6
DATA5 DATA5

ACK5
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Figure 3: Frame error leads to address confusion.
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consumption of HASHA and Phantom Routing [19], a well-
known random location privacy preserve scheme.+e power
consumption of hash functions and wireless transmission
and reception is listed in Table 1.

Figure 9 illustrates the overall power consumption of
HASHA and Phantom Routing under different network size.
While the size of the network is small (for example, 20 or 50
nodes), HASHA consumes more power than Phantom
Routing. +e reason is that hash operation is required for

both transmitter and receiver, which introduce additional
power consumption. Phantom Routing creates routing path
longer than the shortest path. But as the network size is fairly
small, the additional energy consumption for additional
path is much less than hash operation. +erefore, the energy
consumption of Phantom Routing is lower. As the size of
network increased, the energy wasted on additional path
increased dramatically. And that portion of energy cost is
much greater than energy cost for hash operations.

A

S

a1

a3
D

a2

B

Figure 4: Example topology for time correlation attacks.

S1 A1 B1 S2 A2 B2 S3 A3 B3

Time (t)

Figure 5: Time serial for reporting event from the source node to base station.

S1 A1 B1S2 A2 B2S3 A3 B3

Time (t)s1 a1

s2 a2
s3 a3

Figure 6: Nodes forwarding packets with random delays.

Node maintains a table with entry <data, time_to_transmit> to store data to be forwarded;
Node maintains clock timer, which is used for data transmission;
For data requested to be transmitted:
Generate a random time rand;
Insert into the table with entry <data, timer+ rand>;

Node search the table to find data that could be transmitted:
for each entry in the table do.

if timer≥ entry. time_to_transmit then
Transmit the data;

end
end

ALGORITHM 2: Forwarding random delay.
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S

B

Figure 7: Traffic outlining attacks against event-triggered WSNs.

S

B

Figure 8: Circular traffic against traffic outlining attacks.

(1) Find the shortest path from the source node to base station according to routing protocol such as dijkstra.
(2) +e base station calculates hops n from source node to base station and requests the node n/2 hops away to initiate a circular

forwarding path.
(3) +e selected node broadcasts beacons which includes a counter with initial value n/2.
(4) All nodes that received the broadcasts decrease the value and forward it.
(5) All nodes that received the broadcasts with value 0 are candidates for circular forwarding.
(6) On having data to be sent, the source node selects one of the paths randomly to forward the data to the base station.

ALGORITHM 3: Circular forwarding against traffic outlining attacks.

Table 1: Power consumption of key operation.

Operation Consumed energy
UMAC/32 hashing 0.143 uJ/byte
Tiger/192 hashing 0923 uJ/byte
Transmitting 5.623 uJ/byte
Receiving 6.39 uJ/byte

Security and Communication Networks 9



6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have identified that location privacy cannot
be preserved efficiently at network layer, because address at
data link layer is not protected well. +e address at data link
layer exposes node identity and packet routing information
to the adversary. Traffic analysis attacks can be easily
launched to jeopardize location privacy. HASHA scheme,
which hides the addresses at data link layer, is proposed to
protect location privacy. Analytical and simulation results
show that HASHA is more energy efficient than traditional
approaches [40, 41].

Data Availability

+e simulation source file data used to support the findings
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